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Distinguished colleagues, ladies and gentlemen, 
it is a great honour and pleasure for me to talk to you today, a 

special day since it is my birthday, a special day since you have invited 
me to share my ideas and visions with you, all educational experts from 
quite a different region of the world, compared to that where I come from. 
But it is mostly relevant and necessary to exchange ideas and expertise, 
since what we are learning more and more today is that the world is a 
global village, that we all are connected into global systems, that we all 
together are children of that one and only mother earth, and only together 
can survive and develop. 

Creativity as evolution and personal adaptive power 
The well-known creativity researcher Csikszentmihcilyi (1990, p. 

204) talks about creativity as "a special case of cultural evolution". I 
would like to go still further: From an evolutionary point of view 
creativity is the specifically human contribution to the development of 
planet earth with all its material and organismic resources and 
possibilities, and especially the human evolution. Creativity is the highest 
form ofhuman evolution or ideavolution and creativity leads to evolution. 
At the same time: Evolution challenges and needs creativity. I would like 
to stress a metaphor saying that creativity at the same time is the engine 
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and the fuel of the human specific part of evolution, which has strong 
effects on all kinds of human and non-human environment. 

Thus, from an evolutionary pspective creativity is a most valuable 
human esource, and the key to innovation. But, it becomes more and 
more obvious though that not all human creative ideas and products are 
positive in an evolutionary sense. Modem technology, science, medicine, 
biology open ways for developments which seriously have to be checked 
for their implications and effects for the future of individuals as well as 
for the total globe. Just in the past decades we had to learn that human 
activity has created even such environments which are not liveable or are 
inhibiting further creative thinking and doing. Human and humane 
evolution, not based upon anticipated responsibility, on responsible 
foresight, on high ethical standards and humanistic foundations, is always 
in danger to lead to "Devolution" or, let me play the nasty (word)game a 
little further, even to "DEV!Lution". I will come back to this at the end of 
my presentation. 

We live in the information age; information is a very cheap 
commodity on the one side but was and is very valuable on the other side. 
Information is produced for consumption, its amount is unimaginable and 
growing. The speed of life and progress is increasing continuously, changes 
in all areas of daily living conditions are occurring faster and faster. All this 
is part and outcome of what I call "cultural evolution". This cultural 
evolution is not the necessary consequence of and determined by natural 
laws; lastly it is men's creativity which is responsible, the capability to 
consciously use, change, shape and create the environment. While on the 
one hand this speed and these changes are men-made, it seems at the same 
time on the other hand that men have steadily growing difficulties to cope 
with this shifting. 
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What looks like so-called progress from the one side, may cause 
handicaps on the other side. The adaptive potential of men's intelligence 
seems to come to its limits. If people should not become more and more 
pass:ve recipients flooded by the "streams oflife" and in danger of being 
"drowned", we need to wake up, develop and increase our creative potential 
which may give the possibility to become more active constructors of our 
lives now and in the future. Thus the outcomes of cultural evolution as a 
result of men's creativity challenge and require individual creativity in order 
to cope with it. Negative outcomes of so-called progress we have 
experienced during the last decades. So we are responsible. 

According to Carl Rogers (1959) creative adaptation is the only 
possible way to keep up with the kaleidoscopic changes in the world. To 
quote Erika Landau: "A creative attitude towards life does help to master 
changing conditions instead of leaving them rule over us. Education for 
creativity procures those traits and abilities, which are necessary to expose 
oneself to uncertain situations and inconsistencies and to cope with them 
consciously." (Landau, 1990, p. 9). Due to her long experiences with 
creativity in education and psychotherapy she is deeply convinced that 
creativity involves the most important and meaningful ways and means to 
prepare everybody for life. 

Thus, creativity as human potential and manifestation is not only 
psychologically important topic, but goes even far beyond cience and 
arts, touching verybody's daily life as well as political, societal, and 
moral and ethical, global issues. 

As every child is born with the disposition for creativity, society and 
education has to nurture this fragile capacity. The key for future innovation 
lies in the nurtured, unfolded, developed, freed creativity of our children. 
Thus creative education becomes a key issue for each responsible 
pedagogical concept for the future. 
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Creative education 
"Creative education" as a key to innovation has multiple meanings: 
- Education needs to be a creative one, since learning, teaching and 

instruction need to be creative, need to be flexible and innovative. 
These functions have to adapt on the one hand side to changing 
challenges and conditions from the outside, like changes and 
expansions in knowledge, curriculum and technologies, in organisation 
and structure, and on the other side teaching and instruction has to 
adapt creatively to inside conditions, to the personal and learning 
presuppositions ofthe individual learner. 

- "Creative education" means an education towards creativity as an 
educational goal and principle. Again in a twofold manner: on the one 
hand creative education shall lead to the capability of effectively 
applying creative techniques, shall lead to the acquisition of certain 
thinking skills and styles, including divergent or lateral thinking, 
strategic, evaluative and meta-cognitive thinking, on the other side it 
shall contribute to building up a personality which is characterised by a 
general open and creative attitude. 

- "Creative education" means education for the creative and talented 
person. Based on a qualitatively high level education for all there 
should be special consideration of gifted, talented, and creative 
individuals who still too often in today's schools are neglected or not 
even recognized and appreciated. I am stressing this idea especially in 
my function as President of the World Council for Gifted and Talented 
Children (www.WorldGifted.org), a global network of educators, 
psychologists, researchers, administrators and others interested in 
gifted education and research. 

If creativity is a key to innovation, then creative education is the 
key to creativity. This sounds trivial and self-evident; but if we look into 
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most schools' instructional reality, then this simple, but essential message 
obviously has not arrived or been received. 

We know that development and manifestation of creative potential 
are very much dependent on environmental conditions; education in school 
plays a major role here. It is astonishing though that there are only very few 
empirical studies in the literature dealing with creative education in schools. 

Empirical studies 
Does formal education influence top creative achievements? 

By means of his quantitative-biographical method Simonton 
(1976) has investigated the question, how the degree of formal education, 
an individual had benefited from, influences the degree of eminence, that 
means the extraordinary expertise and capacity a person attains in his/her 
life, mainly because of creative achievements. Simonton's sample 
consisted ofthat group of301 "geniuses", already Cox (1926) had studied 
in the frame of Terman's "Genetic Studies of Genius" with her 
historiometric method. Simonton came to the interesting result, that the 
relationship of the two variables of "eminence" and "formal education" 
could be described by a function in the form of an inverted U-curve. That 
means, up to a certain point formal training, school and university 
instruction seem to increase the probability of creative top achievements, 
but too much of formal education may diminish the individual chances to 
reach the top, probably since too strong a linkage into traditional 
perspectives of scientific or arts-specific contents takes place. 

Simonton's answer to the question what amount of formal 
education is necessary in order to maximise the development of creative 
potential, reads preliminarily: a "moderate" degree, which includes the 
undergraduate studies at a college or the bachelor-degree at auniversity. 
Finally adoctoral promotion seems to lessen remarkably the likelihood of 
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eminent achievements as compared to a masters degree, since the curve 
goes down then in a very steep manner. Positively formulated, formal 
education in school including the so-called higher education is by all 
means an indispensable presupposition for creative top achievements. 

There are several reasons though, why this astonishing result may 
not become generalised without further empirical verification. Firstly, 
formal education may affect differently in different disciplines, different 
knowledge and achievement areas (for example, arts versus sciences). 
Secondly formal education may have changed substantially in the course 
of the centuries in which the person's from Cox's study have lived in. 
Thirdly, even today formal education cannot be described in an 
undifferentiated way; different organisation of school, college and 
university, different curricula, methods and teachers are of different value 
as far as their influence on development of creativity is concerned. 

Again, we are responsible that creative thinking is not destroyed 
even in our most intelligent and diligent learners, that curiosity and quest 
for the unexpected remains implanted. 

Have schools changed? 

For schools in the USA Torrance et al. (1989) state in their article 
"A quiet revolution" , that in the last 30 years there has been a positive 
change regarding the promotion and nurturing of creativity. In his 
country-wide TALENT -study Flanagan ( 1976 ) had reported remarkable 
gains in scores for creativity and abstract thinking. These observations are 
seen as results of increased and stronger consideration of creative problem 
solving in curricula and teaching. 

This is in contradiction to statements of Alencar (1995) who had 
found for her country, Brazil, that in school books creative challenges are 
neglected totally, like tasks asking for searching for new information, for 
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using imagination and fantasy, divergent thinking or for application of 
higher level cognitive thinking processes. But even for the United States 
she asserts, that there is too much focus on repetition and reproduction of 
contents, that most of the time, energy and resources are used up or 
wasted for tasks of lower thinking level or repetition in reading and 
recitation methods. 

In my country I have the impression that demands and challenges 
for creative thinking offered by school books are higher than their real use 
in concrete instructional settings. For the primary grades, the increasing 
implementation of more open concepts of teaching and instruction have 
enlarged and broadened the chances for development of creative 
potentials in children. 

I cannot make any judgement about your countries. It is up to you 
to evaluate chances and opportunities as well as barriers and limitations. I 
hope that my model, which I will present later, may give you some idea 
and framework in these stock-taking endeavours. 

Very often there is good will and the intention to foster creativity, 
but the transfer into practice does not work, or something is called 
creative education which does not deserve that name. 

Some studies investigated the relationship between the degree of 
autonomy, given/allowed by school or teacher, and the creativity of 
students. According to a survey by Rejskind (1982) there are no uniform 
but a majority of results, that support the assumption of a positive 
relationship between creativity and the allowance of certain autonomy in 
learning or an education towards independence. 
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How is the teachers' view on creativity? 

There is no doubt about the fact that the influence of the teacher is 
critical for development of creativity during school time, but there are 
nearly no studies investigating how teachers themselves see creativity and 
its development. 

In an own study it became evident that all teachers regarded 
fostering of creativity as important and necessary. Reasons given were 
that education for creativity: 
- has broad developmental effects, 
- helps developing and stabilising the personality, 
- supports self-reliant acting and development of independence, 
- strengthens fantasy, 
- is basis for developing strategies for problem solving, 
- allows the personal expression of thoughts and feelings, 
- compensates deficits from home. 

There was a more critical and negative assessment though about 
practical realisation in school; as main reasons for difficulties were 
named: organisation of school in general, certain subjects, personnel, lack 
of material, role of marks/grades, restrictions of time and space, large 
class groups, time needed for knowledge acquisition, and lack of 
consensus among colleagues. 

Years ago Urban (1982, 1983) had studied attitudes towards 
educational goals for students. For teachers and teacher students the high 
importance of "creativity" became obvious (third rank behind 
"independence" and "tolerance"). It is astonishing though that related 
goals, like "autonomous thinking" and "cognitive flexibility" were only 
ranked in the middle of the 15 goals named. For parents creativity is 
much less important (rank 7), traditional virtues are ranked higher. 
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The only recent large study, known to me, was done by Fryer 
(1989) with more than 1000 British teachers. I will not go into 
methodological details here but mention a few general results. Terms 
most often assigned to a definition of creativity were: imagination, 
original ideas, and self-expression. Surprisingly two thirds of the teachers 
see creativity as a rare trait. This is explained with the fact that in Great 
Britain creativity in schools is only considered in relation to gifted 
students and their education. Encouraging though is the common 
agreement that creativity can be developed. As methods and factors 
influencing fostering of creativity were named: building up confidence 
(99%), having a creative teacher (94%), to a certain degree free choice at 
home (93%), engaged and supporting family (89%), to a certain degree 
free choice of learning methods in school (75%), informal teaching and 
learning (75%). The last is not synonymous with permissive atmosphere, 
which was thought to be helpful by 50%. Exams and grading were 
considered useful only by a few teachers. 

There were some gender specific and subject specific differences 
between the teachers. These differences suggest that recommendations for 
instructional ways and methods must reflect on individual person 
characteristics and may not be taken like recipes. 

Is the ideal pupil a creative pupil or vice versa? 
Westby & Dawson (1995) put the attention to an interesting 

contradiction. On the one hand side fostering creativity does not seem 
controversial and teachers report that they like creative pupils. On the 
other side it is very surprising that several studies identify a picture of the 
ideal pupil which shows no or nearly no correlation with creativity. In 
their own study Westby & Dawson asked teachers for their favourite 
pupils and for those they did like least. 
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These two groups were compared to a prototype of the creative 
pupil. The results revealed a negative correlation between favourite pupils 
of teachers and the creative prototype; that would mean that teachers don't 
like creative students! 

In order to explain the contradiction between these findings and 
teachers' reports, according to which they liked creative children, Westby 
& Dawson ( 1995) investigated the hypothesis, that the implicit concept of 
teachers about creativity and creative traits is different from scientific 
research outcomes and common concepts from laymen. Indeed, as results 
showed, traits teachers considered most typical for creative children were: 
"responsible", "good-natured", "logic"; and "serious". As less typical 
"impulsive", "emotional", "makes rules as fits", "non-conform", "tends to 
not recognising own limits", "tries to do something other think to be 
impossible". In a re-analysis of the first study then the favourite pupils 
very well fit into the picture of the creative prototype as sketched by 
teachers. But this is totally different from the scientific prototype which is 
very much agreed by laymen (students; 95% coherence). The coherence 
with teachers' list of traits was only 45%. 

According to the authors such more or less implicit and negative 
attitudes towards creative children may have lastly detrimental effects in a 
threefold manner. Firstly these pupils could become increasingly 
alienated from general class activities; secondly, creative pupils could try 
to suppress those creative characteristics, not beloved by the teacher. 
Thirdly, though less probably, some pupils could try successfully to adapt 
to the teachers' wishes and ideas, while at the same time they keep up 
their creativity. Their concurrent endeavours towards seriousness, 
responsibility, and friendliness may help adaptable pupils to stay 
successful in the traditional class. The question is how few pupils are 
capable of such a kind of lastly destructive behaviour and which possible 
negative consequences for future behaviour this may imply. 
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Such discrepancies between attitudes, own perception and 
practical behaviour of teachers underline the necessity of an adequate and 
responsible education and training for teachers. 

What about the importance of creativity in teacher training? 

For the USA Mack (1986) in a small study and McDonough & 
McDonough (1987) in a country-wide survey have investigated the 
perception of importance and the realisation of creativity courses in 
teacher training institutions at universities and colleges. According to 
Mack 85% of teacher trainers and 90% of teacher students believe 
seminars on "methods of creativity fostering in children" to be important, 
but only 50% of them say, that such courses really take place. 

McDonough & McDonough (1987) asked 1500 universities and 
colleges if they offer formal creativity courses, i.e. courses, which beside 
an introduction into concepts of creativity aim to develop and foster 
creative abilities of the participants, too. 81% of about 1200 respondents 
though reported no formal creativity courses, 19% offered courses, but 
only 6% were courses in the closer sense of the survey. This is quite a low 
percentage, which for my country, I guess, is even lower. 

Baloche et al. (1992) interviewed more than 100 scholars who 
offered creativity courses at universities and colleges. These were the 
goals named, listed according to their priority: 
- Providing a climate, in which students can feel safe and free to 

investigate their own creativity; 
- Give opportunities for the students to participate in creative 

expenences, including such which apply different creativity 
techniques; 

- Understanding the psychological processes of creativity; 
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- Show concepts and techniques to students by means of which they 
become able to teach more creatively or to foster the development of 
creativity in others; 

- Improve the creativity of individual students by directly teaching 
creativity techniques and methods. 

Teacher - and teacher students - need processes of becoming 
aware, perhaps in form of supervision, in order to reveal those subversive 
learning processes, attitudes, and hidden curricula. The reflection should 
focus on the own role and its effects as well as the inner picture of the 
pupil. 

What is creativity? 
If we talk about the so-called ,nature" of creativity, we may not 

forget that creativity does not has a nature, it is not natural or an entity in 
itself. Creativity we talk about remains a hypothetical construct which 
describes or explains (to a certain extent) a special kind of special human 
potential or aptitude. Creativity is not a power in itself, it is a human
bound potential, linked with, dependent on, demonstrated and manifested 
by a person, his/her thinking, acting and doing. This special human 
activity results in a new, innovative product, which is experienced by ot -
ers as meaningful and significant. 

Let me give my definition including a process description from 
problem to product at this point: 
Creativity means the: 
( 1) the creation of a new, unusual, and surprising product as a solution 

of an insightfully and sensitively perceived roblem or of a given 
problem whose implications have been perceived sensitively; 

(2) on the basis and by means of a sensible, insightful, and brod per
ception oexisting, available and open data as well as of information 
searched for and acquired openly and purposefully; 
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(3) by analyzing, by solution-oriented but highly flexible prcessing and 
utilizing unusual associations and new combinations of these infor
mation and with the help of data from own broad and comprehensive 
knowledge bases (experiences) and/or with imagined elements; 

( 4) by synthesizing, structuring and composing these data, lements, 
and structures into a new solution-gestalt (whereby the processes 
in #3 and #4 may partially n s multaneously on d fe ent proces 
ing and consciousness levels); 

(5) a new solution-gestalt, which is elaborated as a product resp. in 
a product in whatever shape or form, 

( 6) and which finally through cmmunication may be grasped directly 
via the senses or via symbolic representation and experienced by 
others as meaningful and significant (Urban, 1990). 

A componential model 
This definition attempt is still strongly cognitive-oriented; but 

specially (cognitive) creative functions are bound to a whole set of 
personal traits. Therefore it is important and necessary to ask what 
components of the personal structure may be responsible for creative 
behaviour, the creative process and thinking and action What aspects of 
the human personality may become identified as creativogenic, what are 
the components considering the mutual dependencies of person and envi
ronment in the development and the process of creative activity? 

In education towards creativity we must realise that creativity is 
not a singular, simple, uniform trait or disposition, but a complex 
construct and process, which involves personality components as well as 
cognitive components. Such a more holistic view on creativity is 
illustrated by Urban's Components Model of Creativity which has been 
described and explained, for example, in Urban (1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 
in print). 
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Responsible and defendable creative education must be based upon 
a sound foundation; such a conceptional comprehensive framework, which 
at the same time allows to consider and stress single components without 
neglecting the complex structure is offered in the following, as a 
components model of creativity. 

The first three components representing the cognitive side are: 
(1) Divergent thinking and acting; 
(2) General knowledge and thinking base; 
(3) Specific knowledge base and area specific skills; 

the other three representing the personality components are: 
(4) Focusing and task commitment; 
(5) Motivation and motives; 
( 6) Openness and tolerance of ambiguity. 

Divergent thinking and acting 
The component everybody links to creativity at once, at least since 

Guilford (1950), is divergent thinking, with its subcomponents ofjluency, 
flexibility, originality, re-structuring, and elaboration. Presupposition and 
critical starting point for creative processes is the problem sensitivity, the 
ability to find problems. The same status of facts may evoke a question 
stimulus in one person while the other sees nothing questionable. To ask 
questions seems to be given naturally to all normal children, it is one of 
the very first verbal expressions. This ability of asking is closely linked to 
their natural curiosity, the drive for exploration and knowledge. Here the 
relation of thinking activities, the divergent thinking in our case, to other 
personal, non-cognitive traits becomes obvious. We will find this 
interactive relationship between different main components and their 
subcomponents of creative thinking and doing again and again; it is 
substantial to this functional system. 
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General knowledge and thinking base 

Not only the sensitivity for problems but all divergent 
subcomponents are related to the second component. Divergent thinking 
must found on broad perception and general deep kowledge and thinking 
base. Quick perception and processing of information and data, and storage 
in a flexible, accessible memory network are presupposition for fluent, 
flexible and associational thinking. Reformulations, redefinitions, 
reconstructions of problems need to be analyzed and evaluated in regard to 
their usefulness. Analysing, and reasoning and logical thinking is necessary 
for collecting and preparing the information required in the starting phase of 
the creative process, and again, together with critical and evaluative 

thinking in the final phase, when realisation and elaboration of the creative 
idea or product comes about. 

Specific knowledge base and area specific skills 
Divergent thinking alone will not lead to creative xcellence in a 

special ield ithout special ield astery. In recent years more and more 
attention has been given to area pecific kn wledge as a presupposition for 
generating creative ideas and products, especially for those of outstanding 
and original, of historic and revolutionizing importance. 

In following Amabile (1983) Brown (1989) considers area elevant 
skills as being fundamental. A similar position is held by Hayes (1989) 
pointing at convincinge vidence for the statement that in many areas years 
of preparation and committed work are necessary in order to achieve in 
really creative products. 

Even Weisberg's (1986) results, egardless ofhis attempts tode
story several socalled myths about creativity, support the component of 
area pecific knowledge. They clearly how hat nsights are not very likely 
if task relevant knowledge is issing; insights are dependent on the 
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These components with their subcomponents will be explicated m the 
following. 

A: individual dimension/environment 
B: group- or local dimension/environment 
C: societal, historical, global dimension/environment 

Figure I: Components model of creativity 
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availability, acessibility, and integration of knowledge representations 
which are necessary and useful for a given task. 

Focusing and task commitment 
The acquisition of comprehensive and detailed area specific 

knowledge and skills requires disciplined topic commitment and persistence 
on a high level. The problem in question and the connecting thematic 
field has to be kept in the focus of attention over a longer period of time 
and with varying intensity. Concentration and selectivity are necessary for 
collecting, analyzing, evaluating, and elaborating information and data. 

Motivation and motives 
Here, again, an appropriate motivation, preferably intrinsic in 

nature,s is presupposition. Amabile (1983), having this component in the 
focus of her research, emphasizes the role of intrinsic motivation which 
emergesy the reaction of the individual to intrinsic traits of the task. Her re
search shows the relevance of social and contextual facors for creative 
productions which may become egatively influenced by external factors, 
like the expectation of evaluation or even by reward or the lack of 
choice regarding the own engagement. 

Hayes ( 1989), too, stresses the essential role of motivation for cre
ative achievements. According to him no purely cognitive variables have 
been found suited to differentiate between creative and non-creative 
people. thus differences in creativity seem to have their origini differ
ences of motivation which lead to cognitive differences, for example, by the 
differing itensity of acqusition and the extent fnecessary knowledge and 
skills; together, according to Hayes, they explain the observed differences 
between creative and non-creative individuals. 
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The need for novelty, curiosity, drive for exploration and knowledge 

1s inborn to each child, but too often suppressed by parental or other 
educational environment. 

Openness and tolerance of ambiguity 

Finally, in dialectic relationship with focusing and task commit
ment, the component of openness and tolerance of ambiguity is of substan
tial relevance. Using Eintein as an example, Lesgold (1988) demonstrates 
an essential difference of cretively productive to "normal" problem olv
ing processes. This lies in the obvious importance of the change be
tween focused, intense activity and the withdrawal, the taking back of 
this intensity, that is, de focused phases. 

Thus the genius of Einstein lies, on the one hand, in the adequate 
combination of mighty and focused thinking and his expertise in natural 
sciences and,on the other hand, in his ability to withdraw and muse 
from time to time. Here again, we find the balance of oppositions. An addi
tional factor is the possibility to postpone quick solutions, to inhibit or stop 
too quick (an) execution of products and simply allow that less direct
ed thinking is dominating by spreading patterns of activity. 

Here the interplay between processes in the musing phase with 
unconscious divergent, associational thinking, connected with deep 
domain-specific knowledge and broad, open perception resp. 
,internetted" processing and storing of data, information etc. becomes 
obvious. 

Other related subcomponents are the resistance to group pressure, to 
maintain nonconformist behaviour and autonomy of thinking at least at 
certain times and intervals. The readiness to take risks allows for remote 
associations, playfulness and experimenting go with fluency and flexibility; 
tolerance of ambiguity is supported by passion. 
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This dialectic combining of subcomponents could be, continued 
at length. To keep it more general, no single component alone may be suf
ficient or responsible for the whole creative process leading to a creative 
product. I consider this model as a fonctional system. The (sub) 
components are used for or participate in or determine the creative pro
cess to differing degrees and with differing subcomponents resp. combi
nations of subcomponents. Each (sub) component plays its interdependent, 
functionally adequate role at acertain stage, a certain level, a certain situa
tion. Each component is presupposition and result of the others and has 
to be seen in relationship to the nvironmental frames A, B, and C. 

Creativity and the creative process as well as the degree or level of 
creativity are not defined by process and componential variables alone but 
by the final creative product and the quality of its new gestalt. Its success 
and acceptability depend on its inherent cmmunicative, innovative, "in
fectious" power on the one hand and on the receptivity and evaluation of 
significant others on the other hand. 

The dynamics and mechanics of the componential functional 
system are dependent on discouraging/inhibiting or nurturing/ 
stimulating/inspiring/cultivating influences of the various environmental 
(sub) systems in which the creative individual becomes active. Considering 
he criterion of newness and the aspect of creative development m 
childhood it is necessary to work with the components model with 
three different, but interacting "reference levels" (A, B, C): 

A: the individual, subjective dimension with the direct, situational material 
and social environment, 

B: the group or local dimension with family, peer group, school, local 
educational system, the micro-environment, and 

C: the societal, historical, global dimension with the cultural, political, 
scientific conditions, the macro- and meta-environment. 
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The assumption of the three reference levels is important under at 
least three aspects. To differing degrees the environmental frames are 
influencing more or less directly, 
1. the development of and education for creativity in children, 
2. the actual and concrete course and success of the creative process, 

and 
3. the evaluation, acceptance, and appreciation of a creative product. 

Creativity, as rooted in the curious and playful behavior of 
the little child, may develop in spiral patterns, becoming broader 
with increasing creative exeriences, developing to full ( dultlmature) 
creativity containing all componential dimensions. As far as possible 
the respective subcomponents in the figure are listed in a dvelop
mental order from the inner to the outer dimensional circle. 

Stock-taking questions on the basis of the components model of 
creativity: 

If we consider creativity, development of creativity and the 
creative process in such a complex view - as I think we should do this 
evidently has consequences, too, for the assessment of creativity as well 
as for nurturing, for education. The question of how to nurture cre
ative functions and abilities becomes difficult and complex, too. 
Education for creativity is not a matter of just getting better in 
having as many ideas as possible in the shortest possible time, 
creative education refers to the whole person and whole personal dvelop
ment. And, firstly, it has to start early in life if we really expect creativity 
as a key to innovation to open new doors in the future; and, secondly, it 
does not end with childhood or schooling, it needs to be focussed upon 
during teacher training as well as in practice, it is a lifelong learning, 
specially for teachers. 
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The proposed model can be used for assessing and evaluating 
educational settings in order to examine the creativity hindering or 
fostering conditions. In a "stock-taking" intention, referring to the various 
components, questions like the following may be put - in a school setting 
as well as in a teacher training college or in university: 

Component 1: Divergent thinking 

• Does there anything happen in school or in college studies which could 
be named divergent thinking? Or is learning nothing else than 
regurgitation of accumulated knowledge which has been mediated by 
textbooks or teachers? 

• Are problems offered which are open-ended or so-called weak- or ill
structured problems? 

• Is the teacher sensitive to problems of the students? 
• Does s/he try to make students aware of open questions, sensible to 

their environment, use all their senses? 
• Does time and organisation allow more than one attempt of solution? 
• Are things, topics considered from different aspects? 
• Is there a critical openness for redefinition and reformulation? 
• Is a ,deviant" way or solution, is originality appreciated? 

Component 2: General knowledge and thinking base 

• Do learning tasks require and further broad and differentiated 
perception or do they restrict focus? 

• Does learning use different sense channels, varying methods and ways, 
so that experiences and knowledge may become anchored and 
accessible in memory storage in various ways? 

• Is the structure of learning objects/subjects analysed, a focus on the 
learning process, not only on the result? 

• Are ,why"-questions asked and answered, so that cause-effect relations 

are studied? 
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• Is there instruction on systematic analysing and synthezising of 
problems, topics, facts, situations etc.? 

• Are there challenges of inductive and deductive reasoning? 
• Is evaluation asked for and desired? 
• Is the learning process observed and reflected with students so that 

meta-cognitive thinking is initiated and furthered? 

Component 3: Specific knowledge base & specific skills 

• Is the development of special interests encouraged? For example, 
by additive or extra-curricular provisions, mentor systems, 
competitions etc.? 

• Are individual interests brought or built into school work? 
• Are there opportunities/possibilities for students to get the 

experience of in-depth-studies? 
• Do students have the opportunity to build up a special competence 

profile? To focus in special areas? 
• Is expertise appreciated? 

Component 4: Focusing & task commitment 

• Is longer lasting occupation with/by a special activity of interest 
allowed or supported (for example, school year or semester 
accommodating research work, common projects)? 

• Does time schedule support those activities? 
• Is task commitment rewarded? 
• Is there a chance for self-control of own achievements? 
• Is there expectation that tasks have to be fulfilled and brought to an 

end? 

Component 5: Motives & motivation 

• Is the natural curiosity of the young child stimulated and supported? 
• Are there opportunities for self-determined learning, discovery 

learning, in order to endorse intrinsic motivation? 
• Do students participate in research? 
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• Is there a fruitful and related change of theoretical, research, and 
practical studies? 

• Can children identify themselves with their activities? Do students 
identify with their studies? 

Component 6: Openness & tolerance of ambiguity 

• Is school not only a place for traditional instruction, but a place of 
living, of fun, of (mental) adventure, open for surprise? 

• A place for fantasy and imagination? 
• A place for eu-stress and relaxation? 
• Is individuality and uniqueness of each person appreciated, or 

conformist behaviour? 
• Are errors allowed, or just quick and correct results? 

Environmental settings 

• In which way micro- and macro-environments influence the 
development of componential dispositions? 

• In which way micro- and macro-environments influence the full 
functioning of developed components? 

• Are components or sub-components furthered or hampered to the same 
degree? 

• Are there different or even contradictory effects between micro- and 
macro-environment? 

It is possible that there are discrepancies within and between 
different environmental levels as far as educational goals, role of teachers, 
role and importance of creativity etc. is concerned. These differences may 
occur with different opinions between parents, different approaches of 
single teachers as compared to school authority, of educational scholars as 
compared to certain political ideas etc. Certain societal conditions may 
challenge and further certain ways, ideas, and products of so-called 
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individually important ,everyday"- creativity, but at the same time may 

hinder societal relevant innovations. 

Responsible Createlligence® 

Finally I will try to embed the components model of creativity into a 

capacious model structure which could provide a foundation for general 
deliberations not only about creative education, but for curriculum planning

not only for the gifted and talented - concerning the challenges and tasks of 

the future, the cultural evolution, the competence for the future. 

The components model itself already signals an increasing 

integration of formerly more separated concepts of intelligence and 

creativity as it is stressed in recent publications (Cropley & Urban, 2000; 

Ambrose, Cohen & Tannenbaum, in print). I consider intelligence and 

creativity in function as complementary and penetrating each other. In order 
to give it more efficacy as far as intelligently successful acting is concerned, 
namely the concrete transfer from idea to action, the six components should 
be supplemented and supported by a bundle of another six components. 
These are: 
• Foresight 
• Planning 

• Strategic Thinking 
• Flexible Adaptation 

• Constructive Shaping 
• Decision Making 

In connection with the creativity components they are necessary 
capacities needed for successful, effective innovation; insofar, like the 
other conponents, they are, firstly, desirable personal abilities as well as, 
secondly, educational goals, and, thirdly, curricular content. "Foresight" is 

used in the sense of "outlook"; this does not have the same connotations 
as "prediction", which would be closer to "forecasting". Based on 
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expertise in field as well as on broad general knowledge foresight 
identifies future trends, makes future questions and demands more clear. 
Regarding the foreseen developments planning under consideration of 
strategic thinking takes place. Since foresight gives no guarantees flexible 
adaptation is necessary as well as active and constructive shaping of 
ideas, trends, and actions to be realized by decision making and transfer 
into operations and products. 

The combination and interchange of both components' levels I call 
"Createlligence®"; but for a cultural evolution with a positive progress we 
need more than just createlligence, since it could be directed towards 
negative or destructive ends, too; such a case we had to experience some 
month ago in a most brutal way and such cases we are confronted with 
day for day! What we need is "Responsible Createlligence®". Therefore 
the model needs to become supplemented by two more levels of 
components. 

Such responsible createlligent action must be based upon 
individually and socially oriented conditions which represent personal 
capacities as well as societally agreed worths and strengths, as there are : 
• Responsibility 
• Autonomy 
• Co-operation 
• Self-consciousness 
• Leadership 
• Communication. 

These personal and social stamina get their content and meaning 
by basic beliefs, attitudes and values which mirror the positive outcomes 
and aims of evolutionary and historical developments of mankind: 
• Humanistic Belief 
• Moral Strength 
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• Peace 
• Democratic Attitude 
• Freedom 
• Ethic Awareness. 

These four levels as an interactive system are framed, hold, and 
influenced by an environmental, ecological scaffold (see Fig.5) which at 
the same time is result of the levelled componential system. It firstly 
includes the historical and (cultural) evolutionary background, since there 
is no future without past. This, by the way, is no negative, destructive or 
pessimistic view; past has always given the opportunity to learn, and if we 
take future in one part as the fruit of what we have learned in the past, we 
have a direct connection from roots to foresight. Secondly, the scaffold 
includes the current natural, social, societal, cultural, political 
environment in a macro-, meso- and micro-perspective. That means, we 
are children of our parents as well as children of our (ethnic) group, of our 
society and of mother earth; and our creative ideas and products can have 
an effect not only on our direct environment, but could change our group's 
conditions and lives and could even be of societal and historic impact. 
This environment is in permanent change because men are active and 
creative; the grand task and challenge is to make sure that these changes 
finally are not detrimental to the world, but lead into real positive 
progress shaping a better, joyful, happy, and peaceful future for each 
individual, for societies, for mankind. In these accomplishments and 
endeavours the gifted and talented as well as their educators have special 
responsibilities, since it is probably on them to be of major force in the 
shaping processes. Only with such a foundation in mind, with those 
capacities, strengths and values internalized, individuals and groups will 
have an adequate competence for the future at their disposal: responsible 
createlligence. For me it seems necessary to conceptualise creativity or 
better Responsible Createlligence as future competence embedded in such 
a comprehensive model in order not to limit creative education and 
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education in general, specially for the gifted and talented, to a mere 
technical training or to ignore and neglect important personality aspects 
as well as societally bound conditions and influences affecting 
responsible creative thinking and acting in favour of a "liveable" future. 

Creative education or better education towards Responsible 
Createlligence® as a key to future competence is a challenge and task not 
only for the single teacher in the individual classroom, but, too, 

for kindergarten and family education, 
for content, structure, and management of curricula, 
for curriculum and textbook development, 
for pedagogical methods and provisions, 
for administration and organisation of schools, 

for vocational and professional training, 
for politics, not only in education, 
for culture and society, 
yet for the global societies. 

I am very glad that you gave me the opportunity to share this message 

with you. 
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Fig.2: Urban's Future Competence Model: Responsible 
Createlligence® 

Urban's Model 
of Responsible Createlligence 
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